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A conilition for the seltadjointness oI a linear operator

Lat T be a selfadjoint linear operator from a complex Hilbert space $
into $. It is well known that its spectrum lies on the real axis and that its
resolvent

R^: (T - trl).-r (/ : the identity operator)

satisfios the inequality

tR,; < --I-t--/.1 : llm,tl

for every i with Im )" * 0. The purpose of this paper is to prove the
following conYerse theorem:

Let ? be a linear operator from a com,pler Hilbert space $ into $ su,ch

thnt

(a) the d,oma'in of d,efiniti,on S, o./ T is d,ense in $,
(b) the imaginary aris, with the possible erception of the origi,n, belongs

to the resol,aerfi set of T,
(c) the resohtent of T satisf,ies the inequal,ity

tÄ..t <:, ,,., _ 
l6l

for eaery real € * o.

Then T i,s sel,fa,il,joint.

Proof. The inequality in (c) can be written

lT* - i€rlz > l€l'lrl' .

Since here

lT, - i,frlz : l?rl' * l€l'l*l' * i,tl(Tr, n) - (r, Tr)f ,

we thus have

lTrlz * i,tl(Tr, r) - (r, Tr)f 2 0

or
lTrl2 2 2§ Im (Tr , r)
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for every r in $, and every real §. From this it immediately follows
that Im (Tr, r) : g or

(?r,u): (r,Trl
for every r in $r. By means of the polarization formula

4(Tr,A): (T(r * U),r * y) - (T(r - y),r - A) +
i(T(r I iU), r * iy) - i(T(r - iy), r - iy)

and the corresponding formula for (r, Ty) we thus get

(l) (To , g) : (r , Ty)

for every r and y in S". This shows that the adjoint operator T*,
which exists by virtue of (b), is an extension of ?.

In order to prove conversely that T is an extension of 7* we first
show that R! : R-r X'rom (f) it follows that

(Tu - i*,y) - (n,Tg * iy)

whenever a and y ate in Da. Denoting here

?r-ia:u, Tyliy:n, t:Rr'u, !:R-ra
we thus get

(2) (u , R_p) : (Rpt , a)

for every u and o in $. This shows that .Bf - R-i.
Now let y be an arbitrary vector of D7.. If rye set T*y: z we thus

have
(Tr,y):(r,z)

and, consequently,

(Tr - ir,y): (r,z I iy)

for every r in Sr,. Denoting here

Tu-in:u,, r:Ri,u
we therefore see by virtue of the equation (2) that

(u,y): (Rru,z I iy): (u, R_r(z t iy)).

Since z is arbitrary, we thus have

y : R-t@ + dy) e Dr*,, - Dr .

As a consequence, Or. c Sa, and our proof is complete.
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It is well knov'n that the spectrum of a unitary operator (/ lies on the
unit circle and that its resolvent satisfies the inequality

1

tÄ,l <la_rl
It would be interesting to know rvhether from these two assumptions it
conversely follows that [/ is unitary.
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